
Wearable device for early detection of
influenza and common cold

Unmet Need
Approximately 10% of the US population is infected
with influenza each year resulting in 3 to 5 million
severe cases and up to 500,000 deaths. Early detection
of influenza-like illness can limit the spread of the virus
and to enable resource allocation. Current diagnostic
methods for influenza-like illness are limited to post-
symptomatic cases and often inaccurate and expensive.
Methods to identify individuals during the critical early
phase of the infection, when many may be spreading
the virus without knowing it, and when therapies and
public interventions are most likely to be efficient are of
critical need. 

Technology
Duke researchers have developed models for prediction
and a method to engineer a noninvasive wrist-worn
device to model infection severity and predict its
trajectory. The device relies on measuring biometric
data including heart rate variability, skin temperature
and electrodermal activity. It has been tested in studies
with volunteers inoculated with H1N1 flu and common
cold viruses and shown to be able to distinguish
between mild and severe illness within 12 hours of virus
exposure and 12 hours prior to symptom onset with
82% and 92% accuracy for H1N1 and for rhinovirus,
respectively. This device will contribute to limiting the
pre-symptomatic spread of influenza-like illness and
provide information to support early care measures. It
is particularly timely in the era of COVID-19 and is
expected to be directly translatable to reduce the
community spread of SARS-CoV-2.

Advantages

Non-invasive, wearable biometric screening



device 
Predicts individual’s response to the viral exposure
prior to symptoms manifestation
Predicts severity of infection with 82-92% accuracy
for flu and rhinovirus
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External Link(s)

• From the lab of Jesslyn Dunn
• Can a Wearable Predict Your Next Flu Infection?
(by Zaina Hamsa, Medpage Today, 2021)
• Smartwatches detect viral infection before
symptoms surface in study (by Steven Reinberg,
Medical Xpress, 2021)
• Study: Wearables could detect flu, cold infection
before patient shows symptoms (by Laura Lovett,
Mobile Health News, 2021)
• Wearable Sensors to Detect Influenza and the
Common Cold Before Symptom Onset (MashUpMD,
2021)
• Got a Cold? Your Smartwatch Can Detect It Before
You Do (by Korin Miller, VeryWellHealth, 2021)
• Wearable Sensors Pick Up Infection Before
Symptoms Occur (buy Pam Harrison, Medscape,
2021)
• Can non-invasive wrist-worn wearable devices
detect acute viral respiratory infection and predict
the severity of outcome before symptom onset?
(London Global Practice, 2021)
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